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The Dragon Trail mountain bike event will be held on lutruwita (Tasmania) Aboriginal land.  We acknowledge, 
with deep respect the traditional owners of the land we will be traveling on, the palawa people. 

The palawa people belong to the oldest continuing culture in the world. They cared and protected Country for 
thousands of years. They knew this land, they lived on the land and they died on these lands. We honour them.

Through the Dragon Trail event we pay our respects to elders past and present and to the many Aboriginal 
people that did not make elder status and to the Tasmanian Aboriginal community that continue to care for 
Country.

We acknowledge that it is a privilege to stand on Country and walk in the footsteps, or ride along trails, of 
those before us. Along the river banks, among the ferns and seas that continue to run through the veins of the 
Tasmanian Aboriginal community.

We recognise a history of truth which acknowledges the impacts of invasion and colonisation upon Aboriginal 
people resulting in the forcible removal from their lands.

Our Tasmania Island is deeply unique, with spectacular landscapes and with our cities and towns surrounded by 
bushland, wilderness, mountain ranges and beaches.

We stand for a future that profoundly respects and acknowledges Aboriginal perspectives, culture, language 
and history. We support the continued effort to fight for Aboriginal justice and rights paving the way for a 
strong future.

AcknowledgementAcknowledgement
Acknowledgement of Country

Photo: Flow Mountain Bike
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MICK TUCKER
Mayor, Break O’Day 
Council

Welcome one and all to 
the beautiful east coast of 
Tasmania and the St Hel-
ens Mountain Bike Trails.

Our whole community 
is excited and ready to 
welcome you all to our 
little patch of paradise 
for what will be the first 
official event of our MTB network.

Our trails have been specially built to really highlight 
our unique natural environment and we hope that you 
get a chance to appreciate the scenery as you pedal 
madly through the network, if not, we hope you have 
left some time to just relax while you are here as well 
as sample some of our delectable produce and friendly 
businesses.

This is an exciting opportunity for all of us and it has 
been our pleasure to work with the Geocentric team 
and support this event. On behalf of the Break O’Day 
community I would like to wish you all good luck and a 
safe and fun race.

LOUISE FOULKES
Event Director 

To the elites who will 
be fighting hard for the 
podium, through to those 
just hoping their legs will 
keep turning long enough 
to roll into the finish line 
each evening, welcome … 
it is going to be an epic 
event. To the officials and 
staff coming to assist, as 
well as all of the support-
ers in the region who have taken a punt on this new 
event, thank you.

After close to 20 years of countless adventure events 
across Australia and around the world, it has been an 
absolute privilege to return to my Tasmanian roots 
and be an active part of the new chapter in the history 
of the North East, Mountain Biking.

The trails, the environment, the culture, it’s simply 
a fabulous area to be running this race. After a year 
that has been challenging to us all in countless differ-
ent ways, it is time to hit the trails, smash the body 
and replenish the soul. See you there! 

44 WelcomeWelcome



55HistoryHistory
The Dragon Trail MTB is named as it loosely follows the driving route 
known as the Trail of the Tin Dragon. 

The Tin Dragon Trail is the story of the Chinese who were lured to the area 
to mine tin in the 1870s. They were called the Celestial Sojourners  be-
cause most came for a limited time and never intended to make Australia 
their home; they were here to make their fortune and then return to China. 
By 1890 over 1,000 Chinese lived in the state forming the largest migrant group from a non-English speaking 
background. 

The MTB route passes several key areas on the Trail of the Tin Dragon. Starting in the town of Branxholm there 
is a red bridge across the Ringarooma River painted with Chinese symbols and characters. It marks the scene of 
a riot that occurred in 1871 between European and Chinese miners. At the time tensions were high as Chinese 
outnumbered Europeans 10 to 1 and the Europeans were concerned about loosing local jobs. 

Part way through Day 1 of racing, the event passes through Moorina and a cemetery where there is a memorial 
to the Chinese miners who are buried there. There is a stove in which to burn offerings to their spirits.

Day 1 finishes at Weldborough. During the 19th century, Weldborough had the largest Chinese community on 
any tin field in Australia. It was a cultural centre for the Chinese miners and they set up a system of village life 
similar to that in their home land, centered around the community Joss house, the Guan Di Temple. The temple 
is now on display in Launceston’s Queen Victoria Museum. 

Weldborough at it’s peak had 700 Chinese miners who slept 3 shifts to a bed in the pub. Of note, Weldborough 
also had Tasmania’s first casino where Mahjong and Fan-Tan were played.

It is worth taking some time in the evening to browse the snippets of history that adorn the walls in the Weld-
borough Hotel. There is also an interpretive walk across the road winding above an old tin mining site, not far 
from the finish line.  

On Day 2 riders climb up and over the mountain called Blue Tier. Between 1875 and 1996 Blue Tier produced 
more than 11,000 tonnes of tin. It is hard to imagine, but at one point it was the worlds largest open-cut tin 
mine with hundreds of miners wandering the forests eager to make their fortunes. Where the aid station is on 
the very top, there was a town called Poimena which had two hotels, a blacksmith, butcher, three stores, and a 
few residential cottages. It is long gone now and nature has claimed the tier back as her own. 

Day 2 finishes at St Helens which is officially the end of the Trail of the Tin Dragon. St Helens was an important 
port for the miners and also another area that Chinese looked for alluvial tin.  The route on Day 3 climbs Flag-
staff Hill and follows Cascade creek which has mining relics throughout. 

St Helens houses a great history room located at the visitors information centre. This has a detailed display 
devoted to the Trail of the Tin Dragon. Fittingly, the Dragon Trail MTB Perpetual Trophy will be hosted there 
between events.

Pictures from:  “Tasmania’s Chinese Heritage: An Historical Record of Chinese Sites in Norht East Tasmania”  by Helen Vivian
St Helens History Room - Helene Chung’s Family Background: Tasmanian Tin Miners, Addicts and Merchants http://www.ourtasmania.com.au/

Trail of the Tin Dragon
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Day one concludes with a �nal 16km section having two distinct personalities. 
The 	rst is gravel grind up the scenic Frome Road, time to get your legs into a 
groove and give your brain a rest. This forestry road is wide, well maintained 
and has a consistent ridable gradient. Once past Frome Lake, the 	nal 
section of this trail narrows and becomes steeper and rougher until 
it arrives at the Big Chook trailhead. At this high point of 
580m, you need to switch back on for a 5km descent of 
groomed mountain biking bliss – the perfect trail to 
	nish o� the 	rst day of the Dragon Trail. Big 
Chook launches you along a short section of 
gravel road to a triumphant �nish at 
the historic Weldborough Hotel. 
Clean up, kick back and enjoy 
a beer with some classic 
local cuisine around 
a camp	re with 
your friends

To reach the start line of day 
one in Derby, all riders com-
plete a compulsory non-timed 
9km transfer stage 
along the delightful dou-

ble-width Valley Ponds trail.

After a quick break and some snacks, you head o� to tackle the middle 15km 
of Day 1. Cross the picturesque suspension bridge and onto the Lake Derby trail. A 
classic ascent of Wotchya Upta brings breathtaking views of the township. Now it’s 
time to depart the Blue Derby trail network and launch into some old school adven-
ture riding. For race day only you will travel across a paddock (private property) to 
the old Derby oval. A short gravel descent of Mutual Road and the track narrows 
into the old Ringarooma River Trail. You contour along the river to the small town-

ship of Moorina and Aid Station 2. 

Setting o� on the race proper, the �rst 17km 
follows some classic Blue Derby trails. Riders start at 
10 second intervals and go 	rst into Axehead then hit 
the climbing trail of Long Shadows. A technical 
traverse across some old mining water races on The 
Great Race leads you out of the single track onto a 
more open 	re road and the notorious Heart Break 
Hill. Once conquered, follow the weaving Dam Bust-
ers trail around the western side of Cascade Dam. 
This section is an open 	re trail with good passing 
areas. At the northern end of the dam, it is back into 
�owing single track which eventually leads to the 
highest point of this section. An incredible descent 
starts with a few technical rocky features followed by 
the newly refurbished Dam Busters descent, a section 
guaranteed to bring a smile to all. At the bottom, 

follow Relics and Sawtooth to the newly built trail 
and through the surreal Derby Tunnel. Then it is 

the arrival at Aid Station 1 in Derby.

De�y FlowDe�y Flow
Day 1    Day 1    

Distance: 52km
Gain: 1,590m
Lo�: 1,365m
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Day 2

This is the longest and biggest day of the Dragon Trail, an 
epic 58km wilderness stage that has something for 
everyone. Your journey starts from the Weldborough 
Hotel at 10-second intervals (based on your  nish time 
from the previous day - fastest riders  rst to reduce 
congestion).

This �rst 17km section begins with a short gravel 
road taking you to the perfect good morning trail - the 
lovely Little Chook. This cruisy 3km of single track passes 
through spectacular Myrtle Beech forests and winds its 
way through a maze of moss-covered mullock heaps from 
the old tin mining days.

Now it is time to tackle the biggest and toughest ascent 
of the entire race, the 400m vertical climb to the top of 
Blue Tier. This daunting route has been a classic amongst 
the old school riding fraternity and featured prominently 
in the pre-machine built trail era of mountain biking in the 
region, admittedly, more often ridden in the opposite 
direction. It is an adventure and one not to be undertaken 
lightly.

The  rst half of the climb is scenic through some beautiful 
myrtle forest along the old and bumpy 4wd trail Emu Flat 
Road. A high point at 580m, catch your breath and hold 
tight down a short and rough trail to a �atter area used by 
prospectors.

The second half of the Blue Tier Ascent is  rmly in adven-
ture territory and all riders will likely be on and o� their 
bikes through the technical terrain. The ascent to the 
sub-alpine summit of "The Tier" begins up 3.5km of steep 
and rugged 4wd trail including large boulder gardens to 
navigate. The next 4km of this section is less steep 
but features narrow and rocky single track and 
multiple crossings of crystal clear alpine 
streams. The  nal few kilometers take 
you to the old mining town of 
Poimena at 570m the 
much-earned Aid 
Station  1.

Once recovered, you return to a more modern groomed 
single track and follow the stunning Bay of Fires trail to 
the coast. The middle 19km to the second Aid 
Station and has two has three distinct sections. 

Save some energy because the  rst 13kms is one of the 
best �ow descents in the world. It begins with a 2 km 
traverse and has views down to the coast and to St 
Helens, where the camp is for the end of the day. The next 
6km sees 400m of altitude loss down a fast �ow trail 
ducking majestic myrtle trees and rolling around huge 
tree ferns. A short climb through Giant Ash trees leads 
you into the  nal 5kms of speedy descent, a perfect �ow 
trail if ever there was one built.

Continue on the Bay of Fires trail for another 7kms of 
forestry roads - an opportunity to rest your brain 
and shake out your hands - as you leave the 
myrtle and transition to coastal forests. 
Aid Station 2. 

The �nal 22km of the Bay of Fires trail begins with 5km of undu-
lating forestry road before going into a masterpiece of single 
track ascent. The trail weaves its way through a playground 
of granite monolith boulders with glimpses of the coast. 
The day concludes with a stunning 7km �owing 
descent to the �nish line at Swimcart 
Beach at the famous Bay of Fires.

Either ride to the campsite in 
St Helens or relax on one 
of the shuttles 
provided by the 
race.
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Day 3

To reach the start line at the St Helens Trailhead, all riders complete a 
compulsory non-timed 4km transfer stage up the cruisy Townlink Trail.  

The racing part of Day 3 is 45km, predominately following the 
Dreaming Pools wilderness trail.   The �rst 13km 
climbs through open eucalypt forests traversing 
the side of Flagsta� hill, following Rock Lob-
ster, Wedged In and Garnup trails.  
Aid Station 1.

Now onto the newly opened Dreaming Pools Trail for the 
middle 17km of day 3. It starts with a descent of 

about 2km before a climb to the highest point of 
Day 3 at 418m.  Strap in for the next 5km of 

down, a bit of undulation, and more 
down into Constable Creek and past 

the Dreaming Pools themselves.  
The single track is relentless 

right through to Aid 
Station 2.

Y o u 
get a 

breather on a 
short section of 

�re trail as you begin 
the �nal 15km of the 

entire race.   Soon enough it is 
back to single track and a short climb 

up the �ank of Flagsta� Hill.   A rolling 
descent down Wedged In, Rock Lobster and to 

the �nish at St Helens Trailhead
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Dist: 45km / Gain: 1,375m / Lo�: 1,375m
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Start Times
This race is packed with mind-blowing single track, and some out of this world’s best flow descents.  To maxi-
mise your enjoyment and to minimise potential bottlenecks and tricky overtaking, riders will begin each stage 
at 10 second intervals. This has also been necessary due to COVID and needing to spread out riders where we 
possibly can.  The aim will be that the fastest riders set off first on each stage.

Start Order/ Time.  There will be a short Prologue at Branxholm prior to the race start to determine the 
time and order you will set off on the Day 1. Fastest rider departs first, slowest rider last.  Details will be con-
firmed closer to the race.  Day 2 start order will be determined by Day 1 times - the fastest rider on Day 1 is the 
first rider to depart on Day 2.  Day 3 starting order will be based on your cumulative time of Day 1 and 2.

The start order list & times will be advertised on the Dragon Trail Facebook and Instagram 
Account the night before. Each rider will have a starting position and an approximate start 
time. I.e. Starting position 232, approximate time 9:21am. You must collect a sticker each 
evening from HQ with your starting position and place this onto your MTB Plate in the desig-
nated space. This is the position number that the start marshaling crew will be looking for.

Start Chute. Plan to arrive at the start marshaling area 10 minutes before your start time, 
please maintain physical distance from other riders due to COVID. Take a look at everyone’s number plates 
for the starting order and ensure you are positioned correctly.  Approach the start line in order - when you are 
called, move forward without delay.  Go immediately when told by the official!

Your actual race time starts approx 10m past the chute to ensure RFID tags don’t accidentally trigger early.  
Don’t loiter in front of the start chute cheering other riders or your time might be inadvertently started!  

Each rider will have their unique start time, and your overall stage time is your finish time subtract your start 
time.  Your overall race time is the sum of days 1,2 & 3 times.  (Prologue is excluded).  If for some reason you 
have a big issue on the course (e.g. a severe mechanical issue), which would put you in an inappropriate start-
ing position the following day, please talk to HQ and they will assist.  We are investigating the option for a very 
small group of the top positioned elites to depart each day head to head in their group. Details TBC.

Transfer Stages
On Day 1 and 3 there are compulsory transfer stages to get to the start line. In the spirit of keeping things fair 
and reducing parking issues at the start lines, all riders must complete the transfer stages (and will be checked 
off by officials en route). These are beautiful cruises and a great way to warm up for each day.

Day 1 - Follow the Branxholm Link / Valley Ponds route that leaves from the Branxholm Oval. It is a gentle, 
mainly downhill, 10km route to Derby. Please note that the trail crosses the highway at one point and follows it 
for 200m as you enter Derby. It is important that you understand that no roads are closed.  You MUST follow 
road rules at all times as well as making sure you are traveling in groups of less than 10.  Allow 45 to 60min.

Day 3 - There are two sections to this. The first is non-compulsory. From the Campsite, it is a 4km flat scenic 
roll to the start of the compulsory transfer stage. Leave camp and head south on Young St. At a T-intersec-
tion, turn left onto Medea Cove Esplanade. Follow this until you reach the main street of town next to a bridge. 
CROSS the main street carefully, and ride onto the cycle / pedestrian bridge (DO NOT follow main road - it is 
narrow, highly trafficked and horrible for cyclists). Instead follow the off road cycle / pedestrian path along the 
edge of the Bay to access Townlink trail. Note - you need to cross the highway carefully to access Townlink. 
Again, no roads are closed, you must follow road rules and ride in groups of less than 10. 

It is compulsory that all riders access the start by riding up the Townlink Trail. Again, you will be checked in 
here. Riding this route keeps things fair and reduces congestion at the trail head. Townlink is a 3.8km shared 
MTB and pedestrian trail. You gain 118m of elevation over the route. 
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There are TWO Aid Stations on the course each day, roughly one third and two thirds through the stage.  At 
each of station you will find your Aid Bag, a Mobile Mechanic, and First Aid support. Unfortunately due to the 
remote locations and additional COVID procedures required, there is no 
access for spectators to these points. 

In response to COVID, we are altering the way the Aid Stations on the 
course are operated.  Each rider will be provided with 3 “Aid Bags” to 
put their personal race resupply food/ drink and other items. This system 
reduces viral transmission risks with communal food stations and water 
fill up points.

Bag 1 - (RED) - Aid Station 1
Bag 2 - (GREY) - Aid Station 2
Bag 3 - (BLACK) - Start / Finish Line

Bag 1 & 2 Details - Aid Stations - At the start of each day, come 
and collect some local snacks from HQ and place them into your Aid Bags. 
Also any of your own bars, gels, spares and water (with lids secured tightly!). Drop them into the allocated col-
lection bins before your start. These will be transported out to Aid Station 1 and Aid Station 2.

At each aid station, bags will be lined up in numerical race number order. They will be spread out with clear sig-
nage indicating where your bag will be. Collect what you need then place your used bag into the bins indicated, 
ready to be moved back to camp. At the end of the day, collect your bags from the bins and repeat!

Bag 3 Details - Start / Finish - We know how frustrating it can be to freeze while you wait to start, or 
desperately need a jumper or change of clothes when you end a stage. Bring Bag 3 with you to the start line 
and just before you head off, place it in an allocated bin next to the start line. The tub will be transported to the 
finish line ready and waiting for you. We recommend you put in some specific finish line snacks and something 
dry/warm to wear until you get to the camp site.  We don’t take responsibility for any precious items in bags. 

Aid Stations & Bags

Mandatory Gear
You must carry items of mandatory gear in the Dragon Trail event.  Many 
of the trails you are riding are remote and adventurous. In particular Day 
2 has an alpine section, Blue Tier, where can be windy and cold. It has 
even been known to snow up there in summer!  The following items are 
mandatory and the minimum requirement.  You will need to make your 
own decision on additional items:
• Emergency foil blanket/ space blanket
• Triangular bandage & 2 x crepe bandages (suitable for snake bite) & 

adhesive dressing 
• Medical gloves
• Bike repair kit (at minimum a tube, pump/ inflation, multi tool and 

chain link)
• Mobile phone - all carriers have intermittent coverage

In inclement weather, organisers may mandate riders also carry:
• Jacket and/or thermal top

Photo Stu Gibson
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At the end of the day it’s time to kick back at the Social Hub.  Bring your camp chair and be inspired by a mix 
of laid back acoustic vibes and spicy street food.  Our stalls and artists will sate your appetite for everything 
that isn’t on two wheels.  Held over three venues, the Social Hub’s first incarnation is in Branxholm and makes 
full use of the sunny oval of the football/ cricket club, set amongst the surrounding gums and pine forest.  Next 
stop is the sublime village of Weldborough where the Social Hub is located on the lush grassy paddocks at the 
foot of Blue Tier.  The Social Hub finishes at the vibrant coastal town of St Helens where the Dragon Trail event 
culminates.  Come and enjoy! (Please note: only riders and registered supporters can enter the Social Hub)

Social Hub

Photos: Flow Mountain Bike

Huw Kingston is 
an adventurer, 
speaker, entre-
preneur, former 
cafe owner, event 
director, environ-
mentalist, writer, 
ski guide, moun-
tain bike guide, tour leader, parlia-
mentary candidate and grandfa-
ther. This leaves him never short of 
a story to tell. And he does so with 
passion and humour.

Weldborough Thu 7pm

Yoga
With a focus on stretching, relax 
your mind and body after a tough 
day on the trails.  Free session, all 
riders welcome  BYO towel or mat.  

Daily 6pm

Borys Extreme Stunts
Join Borys for a unique entertain-
ment experience.  Jaw dropping 
stunts with a touch of humour. 
Afterwards learn some tricks in his 
workshop.

Weldborough 
Thu 4pm.
St Helens Sat 
2pm.

Mike Blewitt / Imogen 
Smith
If these handlebars could talk - 
Mike and Imogen - elite riders and 
writers - share a story or two.

Weldborough Thu 6:30pm

John Beswick
Brothers’ Home is the story of the 
small town in North East Tasmania 
now known as Derby.  Join author 
and historian John Beswick and 
delight in it’s curious and check-
ered past through tin mining, 
timber and more. 

Branxholm Wed 7pm

Zero to Axeman in 60 sec
Watch the chips fly as Break O’Day 
Mayor Mick Tucker demonstrates 
the finer points of wood chopping.

St Helens Fri 6:30pm

Saddle Sores & Stories Trail Tales
Maintaining the Dream with Pete 
Coleborn - A look behind the shov-
els and machines that keep the 
Derby trails in top shape.  

Branxholm Wed 6pm

Pete Cornelius has 
been a working 
musician since 
the age of 13, 
who impresses his 
audience with his 
toneful guitar and 
soulful vocals. His 
style is steeped in heartfelt blues, 
greasy funk & soul with Americana 
overtones.

St Helens Fri 8pm

Pete Cornelius
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If you love a craft beer, or even a cider, then meet us at the Tin Bar!  Located under the big red tent in the Social 
Hub, this licensed bar is where you can find a carefully cultivated selection of beer, wine, cider and more.  Local 
suppliers such as Little Rivers Brewing Co, Iron House Brewery, Willie Smith will treat your palette with their 
brews.   The Tin Bar takes its name from the rich tin mining history of the region.  

Tin Bar

Open daily 11am to 10pm
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Spice it Up
An assortment of delicious curries 
and Asian dishes.

St Helens Fri 6pm

Willie Smiths Cider
It all starts with the cleanest air, 
the best soil, and the purest water 
on earth. Combine this with 4 
generations of growing apples the 
right way.

Tin Bar, daily

Country Spit Roast
Serving at the Weldborough Hotel.

Weldborough Thu 6pm

Come and listen at the sanctuary 
of Athena at Athens, built by the 
Roman emperor Hadrian, and fre-
quented by poets and scholars.

The Athenaeum
Backdrop sculptured by artist, 
environmentalist and passionate 
wombat carer, Addy from Recycle 
Artz.

Wheel & Spoke Stage

Paella Night
Try this Spanish rice dish that 
includes different combinations of 
vegetables, meats and seafood.

Weldborough Thu 6pm

Manchild Brewing
Born at the headwaters of the 
Golden Fleece Rivulet, some say 
he is part platypus, part brewer 
and all beard. He has consumed so 
much craft beer it now flows from 
his monotremetic pores. So he 
bottles it.

Tin Bar, daily

Meet the Maker
Talking to local Tasmania brewers 
about all things beer and cider.

Tin Bar, daily

Little Rivers Beer Co
Little Rivers Brewing Co. is a Tas-
manian boutique style craft brew-
ery crafting easy drinking beverag-
es using superior ingredients and 
clever combinations.  The results... 
A beer less ordinary. 

Tin Bar, daily

Being in the Moment
Karen Hill is an Australian pro-
fessional mountain biker, sports 
nutritionist and world traveller.  
Outside of her love for two wheels, 
Karen has a PhD in nutrition and 
works for the Victorian Public Sec-
tor Commission in the Aboriginal 
Employment Unit.

St Helens Fri 6:30pm

Gummy Shark Burgers
A local specialty of the St Helens 
Marine Rescue.

Swimcart Beach Fri

Majhong Den
Learn to play this ancient chinese 
game and join others each evening 
for a social game or two.

The Athenaeum, daily
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WEDNESDAY - 17 March 2021

THURSDAY - 18 March 2021
Social Hub & 
Village Green

Tin Bar Wheel & Spoke 
Stage

The Athenaeum  

Earlier

5:00 pm

6:00 pm

7:00 pm

8:00 pm

9:00 pm

10:00 pm

Social Hub & 
Village Green

Tin Bar Wheel & Spoke 
Stage

The Athenaeum  

Earlier

5:00 pm

6:00 pm

7:00 pm

8:00 pm

9:00 pm

10:00 pm

Meet the Maker - 
Little Rivers Brewing

Opening & Welcome 
To Country

Derby History Chat
Live Music

Yoga on the Green

Yoga on the Green

Borys Extreme
Bicycle Stunts

Borys Workshop
Live Music

Saddle Sores & Stories
Huw Kingston

Live Music

Drinks & Dragons-
Fan Tan

Mike & Imogen

Meet the Maker

Trail Tales

Weldborough History 
Chat

Mahjong Den-
Learning MahjongLive Music (TBC)

Mahjong Den-
Social Play
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FRIDAY - 19 March 2021
Social Hub & 
Village Green

Tin Bar Wheel & Spoke 
Stage

The Athenaeum 

Earlier

5:00 pm

6:00 pm

7:00 pm

8:00 pm

9:00 pm

10:00 pm

Meet the Maker

Yoga on 
the Green

SATURDAY - 20 March 2021
St Helens
Trailhead

St Helens
Trailhead

Tin Bar Social Hub & 
Village Green

Earlier

12:00 pm

1:00 pm

2:00 pm

3:00 pm

4:00 pm

5:00 pm

6:00 pm

7:00 pm

Borys Extreme
Bicycle Stunts

Presentations -
Overall Event Podium

Presentations -
Age Groups

Skidz 4 Kids

Live MusicWood
Chopping Being in the Moment

Karen Hill

Drinks & Dragons-
Fan-Tan

Pete Cornelius

Borys Workshop

Natural Blue Tier

Yoga on the Green
Live Music

Mahjong Den-
Social Play
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Photo: Stu Gibson

Bags & Bikes 
Personal Bag - Each rider will have 1 personal bag moved between each of the Race Camps. These bags 
must be handed into the Camp Manager prior to departing for the start time. Bags must be no bigger than 
your normal sized large duffel bag or suitcase and weigh no more than 30kgs. All your personal equipment you 
aren’t riding the stage with, including any food you are bringing, your sleeping mats/bags, bike spares and your 
camping tents (if you are BYO tent) must be stowed inside the bag for transport. If you have selected the De-
luxe Camping Option, your tent/chair/light/mat does NOT need to fit inside your personal bag.  All care will be 
taken with the transport of the bags but note they will likely be stacked on top of each other during transport 
moves.

Excess Bags - For those catching airport transfers, your excess gear including your bike boxes/bike bags 
will be transported directly from Camp 1 to Camp 3. Give them to the Camp Manager at Camp 1 and they will 
be moved to a storage area at Camp 3 where you can collect them on your arrival. Note that they are NOT 
available at Camp 2.

The Stables - Each evening riders have the option of securing their bikes in “The Stables”.  These sites are 
manned through the night by race officials.  Access is permitted to event riders only prior to 10pm and after 
6am.

Camp Chairs - In a change due to COVID, every rider staying at the camp sites will be given a chair to use 
for the duration. Bring it to the Social Hub each evening to relax and return it to the organisers at the end of the 
event.  

To and From the Event
Airport Transfers - We want to make your trip as easy as possible and have a number of transfers be-
tween Launceston Airport and the race. Yes – we can collect you, your bike and your luggage from the air-
port and transfer you to the race. Transfers will be on buses, and mountain bikes will be transported in trucks 
(packed in your bike box or bike bag).  Each airport transfer costs $66pp including your bike and personal bag.

Bringing Your Own Car - If you have family or friends with you who are looking after your car that’s 
great.  But if not, we can help!  You can leave your vehicle at Camp 1 (Branxholm) while you race. Then after-
ward you can book on one of the event transfers back to your car.  Schedule details on the website.  Transfers 
from Camp 3 (St Helens) to Camp 1 (Branxholm) are by bus with bikes transported on a bike trailer, cost $44 pp 
including bikes and personal bag.
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Your Bike Need Some Love? 

Tune Cycles, who specialise in mobile bike maintenance and repair 
services, are bringing their mechanics & workshops to the Dragon 
Trail. The team will be set up at each camp offering service, repair 
and bike washes.  Their mechanics will also be out on the course at 
key check points offering emergency support to keep you moving. 

Tune Cycles have a range of early bird Service Packs available so 
you can spend more time socialising at camp and less time worry-
ing about tomorrow. To book any of these packs, log back into your 
entry, scroll down and make your choice.

Catch You if You Fall 

Austere Risk - There is a LOT of single track in this race, some 
incredible descents and all in areas a long way from medical help. 
While we of course hope no one has a serious accident, if it does 
happen we are lucky enough to have engaged Austere Risk to be 
in charge of medical and emergency response across the course. 

Austere Risk are bringing together a team of paramedics who 
live at, and love, the trails you are riding on. In fact Austere Risk 
has together the emergency management plan for Break O’Day 
Council for the entire St Helens Trail Network. See those kilome-
tre markers? That’s their work. Let’s hope you don’t need them out 
there, but if you do, you will be in good hands.
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Food 
Campsite Breakfast - You have two options - bring your own 
breakfast or you can pre-order one of our breakfast boxes. If you are 
bringing your own food, don’t forget to bring plates, bowels and utensils. 
There will be a camp kitchen available at each site with kettles for hot wa-
ter and a sink to wash up. The camp kitchens are basic and have a micro-
wave but no stove top. There will also be a coffee van on site.  

Snacks on Course - There are 2 Aid stations each day where you 
can get access to your Aid Bags and snacks. (See more information in Aid 
Station section)

Finish Line - At the finish line make sure you have some money with you as a number community groups 
are cooking up local treats especially for hungry riders.  Additionally, you can put some extra food into your Aid 
Bag that will be at the finish line waiting for you. 

Late Lunch / Dinner - There will be some fantastic food options available to purchase at the end of each 
day.  Each campground will have various food options/ food trucks/ local vendors.  Open during afternoons & 
evenings. Alternately if you bring your own dinner, there is the camp kitchen available to prepare it.
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Deluxe Camping Equipment 
Want the luxury of arriving at a campsite and having your camping equipment provided for you?  Simply can’t 
fit all that extra camping gear in your luggage? A deluxe tent all to yourself, a camp chair, tent lights, and a 
foam mat are a part of this package. Tents are a roomy “3 person” size with a floor space of  2.8 x 2.25m. If you 
already have an entry and would like to add deluxe camping you can do so through the website.

The event COVID plan means we will allocate you a tent at the start of the event and you will retain this exact 
same tent for the duration of the race.  Additional space has been acquired at the campgrounds to facilitate a 
greater spread of tents and physical distancing.   

Minimum Waste
From the get go, Dragon Trail was designed to be a Minimal Waste Event. Frustratingly, COVID has thrown a 
spanner in our works. It has made us use more plastic and single use items than we would like. However, we 
committed to this ambition and will be doing everything we can.  We are still providing recycling bins across the 
event, having riders use their own water bottles at aid stations, carbon off-setting all staff travel and providing 
riders with keep cups for the future. 

Photo: Stu Gibson
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A huge thank you to all the supporters of the Dragon Trail event!!!

Trail Maintenance Donation
We are proud to be supporting the upkeep of the fabulous trails on the Dragon Trail route by making a signifi-
cant donation to trail maintenance sections of both the Dorset Council and Break O’Day Council.  We love their 
vision in creating the trails, and their commitment to keep them world class! 




